
Robert Smith
Store Receiving Specialist

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

As a Store Receiving Specialist, responsible for Creating the needed flow of merchandise to the 
selling floor or stock as required, Performing recurring cycle counts and audits of targeted 
inventory as requested, Providing warehouse support, stocking or inventory functions as required.

SKILLS

Billing, Inventory Management, Invoicing, Data Entry, Journal Entries.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Store Receiving Specialist
ABC Corporation  July 1990 – October 2005 
 Responsible for the most exclusive electronic merchandise sold by Toys R Us.
 Responsible for all returned goods, shipping and receiving of all .
 Responsible for receiving, verifying accuracy, and processing direct-ship, high-dollar inventory

including product holds and street dated items.
 Performed cycle counts daily confirming inventory is accurate for big ticket items.
 Processed all damaged/opened items or returns through return goods damaged (RGD), 

pilferage, or markdown systems.
 Completed all corporate and vendor requests for returns to vendor (RTV) and return to 

warehouse (RTW).
 Assisted the back of house with the unloading of truck and disbursement of inventory every 

other morning.

Store Receiving Specialist
Delta Corporation  1986 – 1990 
 Managed all incoming and outgoing deliveries expedited included Handled daily inventory of 

high impact merchandise Facilitated amicable solutions to .
 Voted monthly team member regularly for answering customer questions regarding store 

merchandise, department information, and pricing in laymans term.
 Increased yearly sales by 15% in 2011, while leading the regions top merchandise selection, 

pricing, planning, and marketing.
 Ran markdown reports, managed store replenishment, and analyzed buying reports Slashed 

shortage losses by 10% by creating a daily checklist and .
 Arranged items in favorable positions and areas of the store for optimal sales Organized and 

located inventory and updated store spreadsheets Upheld .
 Co-run the backroom, work on trucks, and process damage goods.
 Making sure product is pushed to the floor and loading return trailers.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma In Business
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